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(ABSTRACT)

In appreciation of High-Performance Computing, modern scientific simulations are scaling into millions and even billions of grid points. As we enter the exa-scale, new strategies are required for visualization and analysis. While Image-Based Rendering (IBR) has emerged as a viable solution to the asymmetry between data size and its storage and required rendering power, it is limited in its 2D image portrayal of 3D spatial objects. This work describes a novel technique to capture, represent, and render depth information in the context of 3D IBR. We tested the value of displacement by displacement map, shading by normal, and image angle interval with our technique. We ran an online user study of 60 participants to evaluate the value of adding depth information back to Image-Based Rendering and found significant benefits.
In scientific research, data visualization is important for better understanding data. Modern experiments and simulations are expanding rapidly in scale, and there will come a day when rendering the entire 3D geometry becomes impossible resource-wise. Cinema was proposed as an image-Based solution to this problem, where the model was represented by an interpolated series of images. However, using flat images cannot fully express the 3D characteristics of a data. Therefore, in this work, we try to improve the depth portrayal of the images by protruding the pixels and applying shading. We show the results of a user study conducted with 60 participants on the effect of pixel protrusion, shading, and varying the number of images representing the object. Results show that this method would be useful for 3D scientific visualizations. The resulting object almost accurately resembles the 3D object.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

Due to the recent advancements in the field of High-Performance Computing, modern scientific simulations are scaling exponentially to inevitably reaching exa-scale ($\geq 10^{15}$ FLOPS). In scientific simulations, the visualization of the result plays a critical role in understanding and explaining the data. However, the storage bandwidth of these massive scale data is getting in the way of scientific advancement. It is expected that the hardware will not be able to scale larger simulations in the future. In-situ analysis is being proposed as the solution to overcoming this obstacle. This method proposes to process the analysis while the data is still in simulation memory. The key focus of in-situ analysis lies in preserving the important analytic information of the simulation while reducing the size of the data that needs to be stored.

As a part of these in-situ solutions, the Data Science at Scale team at Los Alamos National Laboratory proposed an Image-Based Rendering (IBR) method using a novel image database structure, called the Cinema database [2] [6]. In contrast to traditional model-based rendering that calculates the real geometry of a 3D model, image-based rendering utilizes a set of 2D images to render the perceived 3D model or the scene. Cinema presents a series of interpolated camera view snapshots around a simulation visualization (Example: [1]). Cinema can save the space and rendering power to view 3D simulation results. We denote
these objects rendered in a virtual environment as Cinema IBR objects. While this method can effectively solve the problem of rendering 3D visualizations with extreme data size in real time, no further research went into improving the technique’s visual quality. While a 2D image can present 3D results, it cannot offer information about depth effectively due to lack of depth cues such as stereoscopy. Ideally, we would want an interactive visualization with real depth.

The focus of Cinema was to reduce the cost of saving and rendering large-scale simulations. The goal of this study is to improve Cinema’s ability to show depth.

1.2 Proposed Solution

Bowman provides basis on why virtual reality is excellent for spatial information visualization and analysis ([28], [26]). By this regard, we specifically wanted to replicate and expand the method proposed by Cinema science in a virtual reality environment.

In scientific research, accurately representing the visualized data that is easy for researchers to discover patterns is very important. For inspecting 3D visualizations, it is not only important to the observers to be able to accurately perceive the silhouette and the surface colors of an object, but it is also equally, if not more, important to them to accurately judge relative depth. In this study, we improved the Cinema IBR objects by adding three depth cues that would improve relative depth judgment for the viewer. We applied varying relative size of front planes, shading, and motion parallax. Since simulation visualization results are often very complex and hard to conduct a user study with, we used simple 3D geometric shapes called geons. Details on the definition of geons is described in 2.3.2.

Relative size is a strong indication of depth. We apply relative size by adding protrusion to
1.2. Proposed Solution

the vertices of a subdivided plane with a Cinema image texture on the surface. Shading is a good depth cue, especially for comparing curved surfaces. We apply shading by calculating the normals from the protruded pixels. Motion parallax is another frequently used depth cue. We can apply motion parallax by showing interpolated snapshots from appropriate camera angles when a user’s view point moves. We vary the degree of motion parallax by differing the number of camera angles in the Cinema database. Table 1.1 summarizes each depth cue and how they were applied to a Cinema IBR object. We call the techniques used to apply the depth cues as depth portrayal techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth Cue</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of front surface relative size difference</td>
<td>Vertex protrusion using displacement map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shading as an indication of front surface shape</td>
<td>WebGL shader &amp; Normals calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varying degree of motion parallax</td>
<td>Varying number of images in Cinema database</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Mapping of depth cues to depth portrayal techniques

The application of displacement maps to a 2D image is a popular way to add depth to an otherwise flat object. It is also a deeply studied topic with lots of optimization research done. In this study, we look at the effect of displacement maps in accurately representing depth to a user in a virtual environment.

In addition to adding real depth to the image, we have applied shading to the protruded geometry to add more definition to the rendered objects. Many 3D visualizations for scientific research purposefully eliminate shading to remove bias, especially if the colors on the surface of the geometry is of importance. However, shading is one of the key depth cues that a person uses to identify the shape of an object. If shape is the key feature of a visualized data, then shading is valuable.

In Cinema science’s proposed method, the presented image of the data model changes according to the viewer’s camera orientation. Snapshots of the object are taken across multiple angle steps along the delta (horizontal) and phi (vertical) rotations. This method is explained
with more detail in 2.1.2. A better representation of the data is possible when the images are taken from many angles, with a smaller angle step size. In the study, we also observe the effect of the number of images in perceiving relative depth of a Cinema IBR object.

We provide details and examples of how Cinema IBR objects appear with different combinations of depth portrayal techniques applied in 3.1.1.

### 1.3 Contribution

We report the results of a user study with 60 subjects testing their relative depth judgments using our depth-enhanced IBR object pairs to perform 2-AFC tasks. We conducted these 2-AFC tasks with Cinema IBR objects rendered using different combinations of three depth techniques: application of displacement map, application of shading, and varying the number of images (varying camera angle step sizes). The results provide insight on what parameters are useful for improving Cinema’s visual qualities and relative depth perception for the viewer.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and an unfortunately timed update to the Oculus browser and the end of the WebVR API support, the initial plan to conduct the user study in Virginia Tech’s Visionarium lab using VR headsets has pivoted to an online experiment in each participant’s personal desktop environments. Accordingly, we had to exclude from the study a depth cue parameter that was planned to be tested: the application of stereoscopic rendering. If stereoscopic rendering had minimal effect on people’s relative depth perception, one could decide to exclude it to further save rendering computation. We still report the implementations done to support VR (Chapter 3), so that anyone who would want to conduct the same study in a VR setting can use this work.
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For this study, we expected the application of a displacement map to Cinema IBR objects to have the most effect on improving a viewer’s depth perception, followed by shading, and finally the number of images. We also expected that users who have fully viewed the entire set of snapshots from all angles of a Cinema IBR object to have better relative depth perception of the object. Finally, we expected the more relative depth difference there exists between two objects, the less time it takes for a user to notice. The set of research hypotheses are described in 4.0.3.

To summarize, the main contributions of this study are the followings:

1. We improve the depth portrayal of Cinema’s image-based method to render 3D scientific models with additional combinations of depth cues.

2. We provide the results of a user study testing the relative depth perception of users’ Cinema IBR objects rendered in a virtual environment by applying three depth cues.

3. We present a better version of Cinema
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter we provide the background and prior works that have been done related to this topic. Specifically, we will introduce Image-Based Rendering, Cinema, and depth perception. Related works suggest that stereoscopic view is very useful for depth perception. This motivated me to conduct this study in a VR environment before I, unfortunately, had to move to desktop.

2.1 Image-Based Rendering

The term Image-Based Rendering (IBR) first appeared in a paper by Chen [10]. Since rendering the full 3-dimensional geometry of an object was computationally expensive as well as required good hardware, Chen introduced a image-based method of rendering. Interestingly, IBR appeared for the purpose of using it in VR. In a image-based rendering setting, the computation of mapping the object’s geometry into camera space and then computing the pixel values is no longer needed. In this paper, Chen surrounded the camera with images to emulate a 3D scene.

Shum and Kang categorize image-based rendering into three groups: rendering without geometry, with implicit geometry, and with explicit geometry [31]. In rendering without geometry or implicit geometry, IBR techniques try to construct a continuous plenoptic function of a scene or an object. A plenoptic function maps multiple properties of the camera
(i.e. camera position, angle) to the intensity of light rays passing through the camera center [5]. In other words, a plenoptic function of a camera defines all the rendered views possible over all camera orientation, time, and lighting conditions. Using a discrete set of images each representing a partial solution of the plenoptic function, many IBR techniques tried to estimate the rendered view at a new camera location and angle [11], [36], [29].

Rendering with explicit geometry requires depth information along with the image that serves a role similar to a texture on a 3D model. Techniques such as 3D warping or layered depth image (LDI) apply to this category [21], [30]. In this work, our technique is based on the idea of 3D warping. We try to physically extrude the surface of an image to a correct location in 3D virtual space.

Debevec shows a method of using image-based graphics and light probes to overlay virtual objects on real-world photograph [14]. This method requires radiance-information (lighting information) to correctly construct the objects. In this study, we calculate lighting by physically extruding an image and calculating the normals from the extruded geometry.

### 2.1.1 Cinema

Cinema is an in-situ image-based approach to handling extreme scale scientific simulation visualizations in real time [6]. Rather than trying to go through the heavy rendering process of the massive simulation at runtime, Cinema simply takes image snapshots of the visualization at multiple camera angles during the simulation (pre-rendered images). Using this method, the rendering process is simplified down to rendering a flat image. Cinema defines a database called the Cinema database, which is a collection of these pre-rendered images, stored according to the camera angle it was taken from. Figure 2.1 shows some images in a Cinema database of a Pion particle distribution from the HERMES experiment taken at
certain camera angles [3]. Cinema does not always require the user to export with multiple camera angles around a simulation result. Based on the need of the user, Cinema can save a single snapshot per simulation. Figure 2.2 shows a set of HERMES particle portraits exported with a single snapshot per particle type.

![HERMES data visualization with Cinema exported using multiple camera angles](image)

(a) $\theta = -36^\circ$  
(b) $\theta = -72^\circ$

(c) $\theta = -108^\circ$  
(d) $\theta = -144^\circ$

Figure 2.1: HERMES data visualization with Cinema exported using multiple camera angles

This way of rendering visualizations using images is extremely useful. For example, in Virginia Tech’s Visionarium Lab, an application was developed called the Graphically-Linked
Figure 2.2: HERMES particle portraits with Cinema

Ensemble Explorer (GLEE), which allows a user to view an ensemble of Cinema image objects and perform semantic interaction to discover interesting relations between data objects and attributes [13]. A user can rotate the Cinema objects using a slider. Because the application uses images instead of the fully rendered 3D object, it is lightweight and very fast. The application can focus on attribute processing and statistics without allotting too much resource to rendering. While it is a great exploratory tool, it can be enhanced if the shown
images depicted the 3D geometry better.

2.1.2 Potential improvements to Cinema

The Cinema database is a good solution for modeling exa-scale experimental results in compact 2D images. However, some problems exist that can be solved to improve the approach.

Since Cinema stores a set of images taken at discrete camera angles, rendering continuity can be a problem, especially if the user is interacting with Cinema objects inside a 3D scene. One could try to take a snapshot at all possible camera angles (Assuming taking an image at one Euclidean degree angle, $360 \times 180$ images), but this increases the export time of the image and makes the database unnecessarily large. Szeliski introduces an interpolation technique that computes the interpolated views between images [33]. Two images each with a displacement map version is used to generate the interpolated views. A problem with this approach lies in the accuracy of the interpolated views. An interpolated view may deliver an incorrect observation to a viewer, which is dangerous in a scientific research. In this work, therefore, we keep the discrete steps between camera angles, but try to increase the definition of the object for each camera angle steps.

Another problem is the perception of depth. A flat image fails to show convincing 3D geometry to a viewer. This problem is minimal when a feature’s pattern is 2-dimensional, but if a feature is inherently spatial, it can be hard to discover from a flat image. In this work, we try to accurately protrude the vertices of a subdivided plane with an image texture so that spatial depth information of the image is also captured and presented to the viewer.
2.2. VR in scientific research

2.1.3 Paraview

We used a software called Paraview to export the Cinema image database and generate the displacement map textures used in the user study.

Paraview is an open-source data analysis and visualization tool. This software lets the user define a pipeline of data filters to process the data and acquire a visualization. It supports exporting Cinema databases. In fact, this tool was what Ahrens et al. used in their proposal of Cinema. Figure 2.3 shows the interface of Paraview. The left-side tree diagram is the pipeline of filters that were used to render the visualization at the center. The bottom is the Python console where a user is allowed to run simple lines of Python code or run a script.

At the time of starting the image generation, Paraview had a bug with the Cinema export functionality. Since we also needed a way to export displacement maps that Paraview did not support, We implemented a Python script that exported a Cinema database from a point cloud data. More about the implementation is explained in 3.1.3.

2.2 VR in scientific research

Due to limitations in inspecting and interacting with 3D geometry on a flat monitor surface projection, new models of interaction are being proposed. Olshannikova et al. found wearable VR and AR to be an effective medium for supporting improved interactions with big data visualizations while stating that the technology is still lacking to support it [24]. Kreylos et al. regard effective interaction and real time high-definition visualization as the key conditions to enabling scientific research in VR [19]. A lightweight big-data rendering method like Cinema deployed in a VR or AR environment would be extremely useful in regard to performance. Again, the visual representation needs to be improved for this purpose because a flat image
of the Cinema database is not enough to fully represent the 3D geometry.

Another popular option for VR to wearable devices is fish tank VR by Ware [35]. The idea of fish tank virtual reality was keeping the desktop environment but allowing the viewer to use head tracking as well as view the screen with stereoscopic rendering. Ware thought of this as a way to seamlessly integrate VR into everyday offices, but at the same time, it limits user interaction to the desktop metaphor. Studies suggest free hand gestures give more options and freedom of interaction for the viewer [25], [22]. To address this limitations, studies have been done to improve interactions with fish tank VR systems [27], [34].

Okura et al. tried to render an explorable MR scene using image-based rendering. They constructed multiple spheric images from structured viewpoints placed around the scene [23]. This work allows a good freedom of movement in the constructed world, but does not have object manipulation and interaction in focus (i.e. the focus was on rendering the scene, not
a specific object).

## 2.3 Depth Cues

Depth cues are hints that the human brain uses to recognize the depths, size, and locations of objects in the world. There are many depth cues available. Specific to an image or a movie, application of a displacement map is a method to add real depth information to a flat surface. In this work, we regard the use of this technique as a way to present relative size of Cinema IBR objects.

Cutting and Vishton describe that humans perceive distance from 9 sources of depth and this varies according to levels of distance [12]. We wanted to keep the depth application techniques to displacement map, shading, and number of camera angles (resembling motion parallax). In this study, we tried to eliminate other depth cues such as occlusion, viewer height, and aerial perspective. Occlusion was not used as a depth cue by placing objects next to each other, horizontally. If an object is below the viewer’s height in visual field, the relative height of the objects can be used to infer the distance of the objects. To remove this depth cue, we place the camera at the same height of the objects for this study. Aerial perspective (difference in color due to the moisture in the atmosphere) was removed by simply not using it in the rendering. Cutting and Vishton did not consider shading as a depth cue but rather a shape cue. In contrast, Hubona et al. studied the effect of computer rendered shadows on human perception of a 3D object’s position and size [18]. In their work, rather than simply toggling between shaded and non-shaded objects, Hubona et al. tried varying the number of light sources. Their work stated that one light in the stereoscopic rendering environment is an effective depth cue, but additional lights after this hinders depth perception. They also found stereoscopy is the stronger depth cue than shadows. In a future extended work with
VR, experimenting with stereoscopy as another depth cue condition would be interesting.

Cutting and Vishton mentions some of the depth cues dissipate with increased distance. One of them is motion parallax. Since this study was done in a desktop environment which is considered personal space (within arms reach), we can claim motion parallax can be fully used for sensing depth.

### 2.3.1 Displacement map

A displacement map imagery holds depth information coded with gray-scale color values. Displacement maps are often used in the context of computer vision. Depth cameras are able to retrieve depth information, allowing computers to detect edge, surfaces, and objects. A good application of displacement maps is Microsoft’s Hololens device [4]. Hololens reconstructs the world around the user wearing it using depth sensors. This reconstruction can be used to naturally integrate virtual objects on top of the real world.

Other than inferring depth information from an image, the image itself can be enhanced using displacement maps. For example, Chen and Huang’s work generates a displacement map from a static image and uses the displacement map to synthesize stereo images [9]. As another method, the pixels on an image can be protruded based on the depth information, and interpolating between protruded images can be used to resemble 3D objects [33]. This application of displacement maps is what we used to improve the visual quality and boost depth information of a Cinema database.
2.3.2 Geons and shape recognition

Biederman introduces the Geon theory, explaining that simple 2D and 3D geometric features are the essential building blocks for humans to recognize the shape of any object [7]. Geons are viewpoint-invariant, volumetric primitives. There are many geons such as bricks or cylinders. We specifically take note to boxes (or bricks) and spheres, as they are good basic geons that has either a flat or round surface. Casey and Exton took special notice to geon’s property of being viewpoint-invariant and built an effective 3D UML diagram tool [8]. We put into focus a geon’s property of being the building blocks of more complex structures. The use of geons simplified the effort of defining what geometry to use for depth perception in the area of scientific research. As geons exist in any complex shape, depth perception performance on geons can apply to complex shapes.

2.4 Summary

IBR techniques in the previous works have focused either on rendering the full scene using spheric images or using a series of orbital camera perspectives. While displacement maps are frequently used in the context computer vision and gaming graphics, IBR - and Cinema specifically- have note taken advantage of this capability to enhance the viewer’s depth perception. In this study, we evaluate the combinations of three depth portrayal techniques (displacement map, shading, motion parallax) to improve the visual quality of Cinema images. As 3D objects can be decomposed into simple shapes called geons, we take two of the geons, a box and a sphere, as representative shapes to measure depth perception from different rendering combinations.
Chapter 3

Implementation

In this study, we conducted a user study involving a set of 64 2-AFC tasks. The 2-AFC tasks were done in a within-subjects fashion. The study application ran was ran on any internet browser at each of the subjects’ desktops. For each tasks, the subjects were shown a pair of two Cinema IBR objects. One of the shown Cinema IBR objects contained a geon that had a longer protrusion towards the user. The subjects were asked to pick which one of the objects appeared to protrude more towards them. The presented Cinema IBR objects were rendered with various experimental conditions with different combinations of depth portrayal techniques applied. We explain the experimental conditions in depth in 3.1.1. We describe the 2-AFC tasks more in 4.0.1.

In this chapter, we introduce and describe the generation of geon images, and implementations of the depth portrayal techniques. We also describe how the components are put together to finish the application.

3.1 Approach

For this study, we assume an extreme-scale situation where rendering the full 3D object is impossible in real time. The focus of this study is improving Cinema’s image-based method by applying various combinations of depth portrayal techniques to the database. The depth conditions we varied were:
3.1. Approach

- Application of displacement map
- Application of shading
- Varying the number of images in the Cinema database (Changing camera angle step size)

We explain all the implementations for each of these experimental settings for the application.

### 3.1.1 Experimental settings

In this subsection, we describe each of the 8 experimental settings with screenshots. The binary number at the front of each subsubsection’s title is the binary-encoded representation of each experimental settings.

**(000) Displacement map disabled, shading disabled, number of images few**

This setting serves as the baseline, where none of the depth portrayal techniques are applied (Figure 3.1). The Cinema IBR object rendered with this setting is simply a plane object with the texture as the Cinema image database. This object can be placed in a virtual environment as an ordinary 3D element. Based on the view camera’s position and the Cinema IBR object’s position, we set the texture of the Cinema IBR object with an image matching the viewing angle.

**(001) Displacement map enabled, shading disabled, number of images few**

This setting has the depth portrayal via vertex protrusion applied to the Cinema IBR object on top of the baseline (000) (Figure 3.2). We used a displacement map texture exported
along with the diffuse map of the geon to appropriately protrude the vertices of a subdivided plane representing the Cinema IBR object. We sampled the displacement map texture at appropriate UV coordinates to figure out how far to protrude each vertex parallel to the
3.1. Approach

local z-axis.

Figure 3.2: setting 001

(a) box (Right side has more protrusion)

(b) spheroid (Right side has more protrusion)
(010) Displacement map disabled, shading enabled, number of images few

This setting has the WebGL shading applied to the Cinema IBR object on top of the baseline (Figure 3.3). We recalculate the normal vectors of the plane’s vertices in the vertex shader using the protrusion level of each vertex. We placed a point light in the scene above the pair of Cinema IBR objects to use the light direction vectors in the vertex shader. This setting does not look different from the baseline because the displacement map is not used and therefore no vertex is protruded.

(100) Displacement map disabled, shading disabled, number of images many

This setting increases the number of images used to present the Cinema IBR object with the rest of the settings the same as the baseline (Figure 3.4). As explained with the baseline, the Cinema IBR object shows to the viewer an image texture that was taken closest to the viewer’s current viewing angle. These images are taken from the Cinema image database. For this setting, we use a Cinema image database generated using a smaller camera angle step size. The baseline’s camera angle step size is 15°, while this setting’s angle step size is 5°. For this study, we disabled movement along the vertical axis. Therefore, the exported images were taken horizontally around the object (The camera’s vertical position was 0).

(011) Displacement map enabled, shading enabled, number of images few

This setting applies both vertex protrusion using a displacement map and shading. As the Cinema IBR objects using this setting has real geometry, shading starts adding definition to the object’s shape (Figure 3.5). We found that shading added additional indication of the front surface’s curvedness, especially for a spheroid.
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(a) box (Right side has more protrusion)

(b) spheroid (Right side has more protrusion)

Figure 3.3: setting 010

(101) Displacement map enabled, shading disabled, number of images many

This setting increases the number of images in the Cinema image database used to represent the Cinema IBR object with the plane vertices protruded using the displacement map (Figure
Since we were showing the diffuse texture with the closest view angle to the viewer without morphing in-between views, the Cinema IBR objects looked unnatural if the side of the objects were visible. Increasing the number of images in the Cinema image database...
significantly decreased the occurrence of this problem, and the Cinema IBR objects appeared to better represent the 3D object.
(110) Displacement map disabled, shading enabled, number of images many

This setting increases the number of images in the Cinema image database used to represent the Cinema IBR object with shading on (Figure 3.7). However, as vertex protrusion is not
applied to this setting, this setting closely resembles setting 100.

Figure 3.7: setting 110
Displacement map enabled, shading enabled, number of images many

This setting applies all three depth portrayal techniques on the Cinema IBR object (Figure 3.8). The plane’s vertices are protruded using the displacement map texture and the object is shaded with recalculated normals. The Cinema IBR object is represented using a Cinema image database with images taken every 5° horizontal camera angles.

3.1.2 Virtual environment and X3DOM

We constructed a web-based virtual environment for the application. The library we used for rendering the virtual objects is X3DOM. X3DOM allows developers to add 3D content to a WebGL canvas using the X3D standard. It also allows selection and manipulation of the X3D content using regular DOM operations using JavaScript. X3DOM also implements WebVR, an API to support VR content on the web. The functionality is very basic, however. To fully interact with the scene, some modifications to the X3DOM library had to be made. Therefore, we added in more features such as controller interaction to the source code of the library and used the recompiled version. While we have not used the added VR functionalities due to moving the user study to a desktop environment, it is still available for anyone to use. We provide a detailed explanation of what and how features have been added in 3.1.4.

Virtual Environment Set-up

We constructed a virtual environment where users could go through 2-AFC tasks. The virtual environment that we constructed consists of: the two IBR objects, four decision option buttons, and a black fade screen. We set a dark-gray (RGB 0.2 0.2 0.2) background to keep focus on the task objects. The black fade screen was set to fade in after a task was completed and fade back out after the new task was configured. The IBR objects were 1
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(a) box (Right side has more protrusion)

(b) spheroid (Right side has more protrusion)
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meter apart from each other in the x direction, and its center was placed 5 meters away from the user’s eye position in the -z direction. To keep the users focus on the task, the 2-AFC option buttons were placed near the ground (1.5 meters below the IBR objects), where the
user needed to look down to locate.

We have performed a pilot study and interviewed a physicist that we had worked with previously to decide how to position and scale the Cinema IBR objects. We wanted the users unable to directly compare the relative scale (implying protrusion difference), so we placed them apart the same length as the objects (1m). Also, we did not want the users to view the objects from the side, which will give away which one is longer. To let the users fully use the information obtained from the front plane, we allowed the users move as far as they could view the objects from a 45° angle. The users were restricted to only move in the x-direction to prevent getting close to the objects. In the desktop environment, the users were not allowed to rotate the camera. We set the object’s height equal to the user’s view height.

### 3.1.3 Image Generation

The user study asks users to compare two IBR objects in a virtual environment. In this subsection, we explain how the images used to render the IBR objects were created. The user study required 10 IBR objects of different depths, and thus we needed 10 Cinema databases. Therefore, the same procedures were repeated with different parameters.

**Geon Selection**

As this study’s main interest was on a person’s relative depth judgment, we were not able to use real scientific visualizations which often have very complex shapes. We abstracted the shape of scientific visualizations’ features into geons, which are the smallest components forming a 3D shape.

We selected two geons, a box and a spheroid, to be used in the presentation of the IBR
objects. As the users are restricted to viewing the objects from at most 45° on each side, the back geometry of the object was not of concern. During our review of common 3D visualized data, we noticed that many of the interesting features consist of either flat or curved surfaces. Spikes can be considered an extreme case of curved surfaces. Therefore, we selected each a box and a spheroid as they represent a flat and curved surface. While we claim that interesting features is a combination of flat and curved surfaces and therefore conducting the study using boxes and spheroids is enough, a future study using a real scientific visualization asking the participants to accurately identify interesting features is further needed to additionally confirm this approach’s effectiveness.

Having the geometry alone made it difficult for a person to compare differences between objects. To provide a common reference point, we also included a back plane behind the geons. The back plane was positioned so that the back side of the geons touched the back plane.

**Distance Percentage Difference Consideration**

We performed a pilot study both in the real environment and a virtual environment. The purpose of the pilot study was to estimate the threshold for relative depth judgment.

In the real environment, we placed two non-textured cardboard boxes with a wall serving as the common reference plane. We tried to find the threshold for relative depth judgment by varying relative depth protrusion of the cardboard boxes. To change the relative depth protrusion, we moved one of the boxes forward or backward. We could perceive up to approximately 2% difference in forward protrusion. Taking this into account, we tried the same set-up in a VR environment. We constructed a virtual scene where two boxes with different protrusion levels were placed next to each other. The positions of the objects were
set up to replicate the pilot study done in the real environment. We used an Oculus Go to
gauge the relative depth judgment threshold between the two boxes.

We noticed it was significantly harder to compare the difference with virtual boxes. During
the pilot study, one person’s threshold for perceiving depth difference was about 5% while the
other person’s threshold was 10%. We assume the different relative depth thresholds were
caused by the additional depth cues that were available in the real world, such as detailed
lighting and shading.

Using the resulting relative depth thresholds of the two investigators from the pilot study, we
decided that the relative depth judgment threshold was within the interval between 5% to
10%. Therefore, we presented pairs of geons where the objects’ depth percentage differences
were 5%, 7.5%, 10%, and 12.5%.

Data Preparation

The depth calculation method we used specifically required the data type to be a point cloud
data covering the surface of a geometry. For each cube and sphere, we generated a point
cloud and stored it as a Comma-Separated Values (CSV) file where each row stored a point.
To do this, we used Python version 2.7.15 without any additional packages or libraries.
The points were sampled from the surface of the geometry by using parametric equations of
planes and ellipses in 3D space. The CSV file contained 5 columns: ID, color, x, y, and z.

Points from five sides of a cube were sampled for generating cubes of various dimensions. We
did not sample from the back face of a cube since it would never be visible to the camera.
All cubes’ x and y lengths were set to 1 meter and only the z length was varied across the
different cubes. To preserve the density of the points throughout the data, a variable called
dpm (dots per meter) was defined and used with a value of 500. To center the object at the
back plane, the points were translated half the z length forward. (Figure 3.9) The points for
the back reference plane was also generated in this step, with a x and y length of 1.5 meters.

Figure 3.9: Number of points per side of the box

A similar method was used for generating point clouds of spheroids. The same variable dpm
was used with a value of 500. The x and y length was set to 1 meters with only the z
length varying across different spheroids. A cross-section of a spheroid at some y coordinate
from a top-down view is an ellipse. A function called numPtAtY was defined to estimate
the number of points required around an ellipse at a specific y coordinate. The function
estimates the circumference of the ellipse by using Ramanujan’s estimation given by

\[
Circumference = \frac{(a + b)(1 + 3\lambda^2)\pi}{10 + \sqrt{4 - 3\lambda^2}}
\]

where

\[
\lambda = \frac{a - b}{a + b}
\]

and a, b are the major and minor axes of the ellipse. Then, this estimation is multiplied by
dpm to obtain the number of points required for the cross-section at a specified y-coordinate.
Taking the cross-section of the ellipsoid cut by the y-z plane, the number of points needed along the y direction would be half the number of points needed for the cross-section ellipse. Since this ellipse has exactly the same shape as the cross-section ellipse taken at y coordinate 0, we can use the following formula to determine the number of cross-sections needed. (Figure 3.10)

\[ numCrossSection = \frac{dpm \times numPtAtY(0)}{2} \]  

(3.3)

The sampled points were translated half the z length forward to center the object at the back plane. Same as with the cube, points for the back reference plane was generated with a x and y length of 1.5 meters. The resulting point clouds had smooth surfaces without any noticeable empty spots.

To make the front planes of the geons look more noticeable, we assigned different colors for different parts of the point clouds. More specifically, an integer value of either 0, 1, and 2 was assigned to non-front planes, front plane, and back reference plane, respectively. This assigned value was used as a key to color the points differently in Paraview. The front plane

![Figure 3.10: Number of points along cross-sections of the ellipsoid](image-url)
of the spheroid was defined as the front hemispheroid. Figure 3.11 illustrates this color scheme. The plane colors were opaque without transparent faces.

![Figure 3.11: Differently colored planes. Blue = back reference plane, white = non-front planes, grey = front plane.](image)

**Cinema Database Exportation**

To generate the images needed for the IBR objects, we loaded the synthesized data from 3.1.3 into Paraview. We used Paraview version 5.6 to export the images. The following is the pipeline.

1. Load CSV file
2. Convert from table to points
3. Save a screenshot of a color image and a depth image
4. Take screenshots for all angles.
To automate the process, we wrote a Python script and ran it using the Python shell in Paraview.

To make sure that the entire geometry was captured within the images for all camera angles, the minimum camera distance to fit the object was calculated for all camera angles. Then, the maximum distance was used to capture all the images and preserve uniform scale throughout the multiple angles. Additionally, as this distance was different between different objects of varying z length, the camera distance used for the longest object was used to capture all other objects’ images.

Paraview can color the created visualizations by a chosen variable, using either one of the default color mapping schemes or a custom one. We chose the column $col$ in the synthesized data to color by and defined a custom color mapping scheme that colored white for value 0, light-grey for value 1, and dark-blue for value 2.

To generate the depth images, we measured the distance for each point in the point cloud to the camera. Based on the distance, the point was colored in grey scale where black means furthest away and white means closest to camera. To ensure the value (brightness) range stayed consistent across all images, the minimum and maximum distance across all points and across all camera angles were pre-calculated and used to determine a universal value range.

The exported images were named according to whether it is a color or depth image, and what camera angle it was taken from. Both color and depth images for the same geon was saved in the same directory. All images had the resolution of 512px x 512px.
3.1.4 Modification of the X3DOM Library

For this study, we used X3DOM version 1.18.1 and customized it for this study’s specific needs. This subsection explains what and how some of the features of X3DOM were modified or added. The detailed implementation can be accessed from the supporting documents.

Navigation Via Oculus Go Controller

The original navigational method was similar to the FLY mode on a desktop, where the camera moved based on the user’s head orientation. To fly around in the environment, a user needed to press on the Oculus Go controller’s thumb pad. Based on which corner of the thumb pad the user’s finger is on, the camera moved in one of 4 directions: forward, backward, left, and right relative to the head orientation. However, this made it difficult for the user to look around the environment while moving in one direction. This was a critical component of this study. Therefore, a modification had to be made.

Processing user input via a game pad controller is implemented in a script called VRController.js in the util directory of X3DOM’s source. In the update function which gets called every frame, we have altered the code so that the controller’s orientation is considered instead of the head. Also, we made the user only move in the direction of the controller regardless of which part of the thumb pad the user was pressing on to reduce the learning curve for navigation.

Restricting Movement

In addition to changing the navigational method, we needed to restrict movement and maximum distance the users could travel from the objective so that they would not accidentally lose the target objects.
We modified `VRController.js` so that only the x component of the controller’s orientation is passed to the movement update function. This restricted the user to only be able to move in the horizontal direction relative to the IBR objects.

We set the maximum distance away from the IBR objects in the horizontal direction to be 5 meters. We set this distance because the widest supported angle of the IBR objects was 45°.

To detect the user’s head position, we used a given event called by X3DOM called `onViewpointChange`. When entering VR, X3DOM creates two new view matrices and projection matrices to use for the left and right eye. These matrices’ translation are set to the origin point, independent of the active viewpoint position. This creates a gap between the acquired user position from `onViewpointChange`’s event parameter and the local matrix translation.

To go around this problem, we set a grouping translation node containing all the IBR objects and moved this instead of restricting the user’s movement. Whenever the user got too far from the IBR objects, the IBR objects were positioned to the maximum threshold distance away from the user.

As we had to port the study to a desktop environment, we also added in support for keyboard interaction. The distance limit was kept the same. We checked every frame if the user was pressing on the left-arrow or right-arrow key, and accordingly translated the viewpoint.

**VR Button Implementation**

X3DOM supports object selection with the mouse cursor in the desktop environment but there is none for WebVR. Therefore, we created a new script called `VRButton.js`. We modified `VRController.js` to dispatch an event called `TriggerClicked` whenever the trigger button of the controller is pressed. `VRButton.js` iterates over all objects whose HTML class is tagged
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VRButton to calculate the distances of these objects to a ray protruding from the front of the controller. If the closest object was less than a certain threshold away, we called OnClick on that object.

3.1.5 Depth Map

WebGL Shader

There is a X3D node called ComposedShader which we could use to add GLSL codes for rendering a plane object. We implemented a vertex shader and a fragment shader for the depth-enhanced IBR objects. The Cinema IBR object starts with a simple textured plane that is a 1m x 1m plane with 512 x 512 subdivisions (vertices on each side). The vertex shader displaces each vertex appropriately, and the fragment shader colors and shades the new geometry.

The vertex shader takes a pixel from the depth image as input. We use the UV map of each vertices to acquire the pixel color in the displacement map. Based on the value (brightness) of the pixel, the shader protrudes the vertex in the local z direction by a coefficient float which we can change programmatically at runtime. We set this coefficient to an appropriate value when we wanted to enable the displacement map, and set it to 0 when we wanted to disable the displacement map.

Another purpose of the vertex shader is to calculate the correct normals for the geometry. Because the original object is a simple plane with a diffuse texture, the original normals for the Cinema IBR object’s vertices point in the local positive z-direction. This becomes a problem when we try to shade the IBR objects after it has been protruded to resemble 3D geometry. Therefore, for each vertex, we sampled four nearby points in the displacement map. We sampled the four points located in -x, +x, -y, and +y directions relative to the
current vertex. Ideally for complete accuracy, we would want to sample points that are a pixel away from the current point. However, we found that sampling too close points resulted in jagged moire patterns. Therefore, we sampled points about 3 - 4 pixels away in the displacement map. Using the acquired pixel values, we constructed four nearby point coordinates and used the four positions plus the current vertex position to calculate the normal vector for the current vertex.

Using two of the four points and the current vertex position, we can form a triangle, such as the one shown in figure 3.12. Using the triangle, we can calculate the normal vector. For example, taking the cross product of $v_y^+$ and $v_x^+$, we can get a normal vector of triangle $p_y^+vp_x^+$. Using a similar method, we ended up with four normal vectors. We used the average of the four normal vectors to get the final normal vector for a vertex (Figure 3.13).

![Figure 3.12: Two of the four near points forming a triangle](image)

The fragment shader simply takes in the diffuse map (the colored image texture) and maps the color values on the protruded vertices. We made the shader take in the alpha channel of the texture as well, so that empty spaces were rendered transparent. The fragment shader
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3.1.6 Stereoscopic and Binocular Rendering

X3DOM Canvas

Stereoscopy was one of the depth cues to vary before moving to a desktop environment. Therefore, we implemented an option to toggle on and off stereoscopy. When entering VR, X3DOM takes the projection matrices and view matrices for both eyes to render the scene.
on two canvases. These are then combined into a single rendered image and sent to the headset for stereoscopic rendering. To allow us to toggle stereoscopic rendering, we made a global boolean variable that set to `false` feeds the left projection matrix and view matrix for both eyes.

### 3.1.7 Varying the number of images

#### Changing Angle Steps

When the user moves to a new location in the environment, a Javascript compares the user’s angle with regard to the Cinema IBR object. It then locates the image taken from the closest angle, and feeds it to the shaders introduced in 3.1.5. The Cinema IBR object is also rotated in the opposite direction. We provided two different angle step sizes, 15° and 5°, which would differ the degree that motion parallax can be used to determine depth. We made the system look for the images by taking into account what angle step is currently being used.

#### Relation of the Number of Images with Motion parallax

Motion parallax is a depth cue where the difference of two objects’ change in orientation according to user movement is used to sense depth. In regard to Cinema, less image, or large camera angle step, means the changes will be abrupt and big. More image allows smoother transition, so the changes will be subtle and natural. We assume there is a relation between number of images and motion parallax, and that is why we included the number of images as a variable.
Chapter 4

Evaluation

In this chapter, we introduce the user study design and the evaluation methods that we used. The objective of the user study was to observe and compare the effects of added depth cues to traditional IBR objects in respect of relative depth judgments. We also tried to compare subjects’ relative depth perception between geons with flat and round surfaces.

4.0.1 User study design

As mentioned in the introduction, the original user study was intended to be conducted in a VR environment. WebVR was a VR API developed for Firefox and Chromium-based browsers to support VR on the web. The application for this study used X3DOM’s implementation of WebVR to run on the Oculus Go or the Samsung Gear VR head-mounted displays. Both of these devices allow Internet browsing using a default Chromium-based browser called the Oculus Browser. As of Oculus Browser v.9.0 WebVR support was officially dropped and the application was no longer supported until X3DOM ported WebVR to WebXR. Therefore, the following user study design was done where subjects interacted in a desktop/laptop web browser.

The user study consisted of multiple 2-Alternative Forced-Choice (2-AFC) tasks where the user was asked to pick from two IBR objects which one he or she thought was protruding more towards him or her (Figure 4.1).
Each 2-AFC task contained a different geon image pair (either a box pair or a spheroid pair with different relative protrusions. Table 4.2) rendered using a different combination of depth portrayal techniques. Table 4.1 shows the possible combinations. These combinations were coded as a binary number, where the each digit respectively represented the state of displacement map, shading, and number of images (As explained in 3.1.1). The study contained 64 tasks in total (8 experimental settings x 8 different geon pairs). The different rendering combinations and the different geon pairs were presented in a way that prevented ordering effect between users. This is explained further in 4.0.2.

For each task, a user was allowed to move sideways using the keyboard left-arrow and right-arrow keys to view the IBR objects from various positions. The users were not given the ability to rotate the camera. To prevent the users from losing the objects from the screen, we set up a maximum distance that the user can get away from the IBR objects. If the user tried
Table 4.1: Experimental design independent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shading</th>
<th>num Imgs</th>
<th>num Imgs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Few</td>
<td>Few</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Geon pairs and their relative protrusion differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protrusion percent difference</th>
<th>Cube pair</th>
<th>Spheroid pair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To go further, the IBR objects and the buttons below followed the user. In world-space unit, the users were allowed a maximum of 10 meters horizontally away from the IBR objects. The users were asked to click on the box buttons below using their left mouse button. The options available were:

1. LEFT PROTRUDES MORE TOWARDS ME
2. LEFT PROBABLY PROTRUDES MORE TOWARDS ME
3. RIGHT PROBABLY PROTRUDES MORE TOWARDS ME
4. RIGHT PROTRUDES MORE TOWARDS ME

We gave the 2nd and 3rd options to help the users make a choice even if they were not sure about their decision. These options were added because the study was conducted in a non-monitored environment where the investigators could not help. We were concerned that the subjects may get lost if they were unable to make a judgment. Placing "maybe" options assists the subjects in making a decision while keeping the task to 2-AFC. During
the evaluation, however, the 1st, 2nd choices and the 3rd, 4th choices were treated equally as strictly choosing left and right. This was because we wanted to keep the study’s focus on the correctness of the subjects.

For every task, one of the Cinema IBR object had a protrusion of 1 meter (based), and the other was longer (1.05, 1.075, 1.1, 1.125 meters). The order of the base object and the longer object was randomized for each task to prevent gaming.

For each 2-AFC task, we measured the time to make a decision, the correct answer, the user’s choice, and the maximum distance moved in both left and right directions.

Prior to starting the user study, we required all subjects to fill out a pre-study questionnaire mainly asking about demographic information such as age and gender. After the study, we required all subjects to fill out a post-study questionnaire asking about their experience using the application and feedback.

**Study procedure**

The following is the exact study procedure that each subject followed.

1. Accept the study’s Mturk HIT
2. Click on the Google Form survey link inside the HIT.
3. Read the provided electronic consent form and confirm it.
4. Complete the pre-study questionnaire.
5. Follow a link to the web application.
6. Shown two Cinema IBR objects, use the four option buttons below to decide which of the objects were protruding more towards the subject. (Repeat 64 times)
7. Enter the pass code provided by the application at the end of the study in the Google Form survey to proceed to the post-study questionnaire.

8. Complete the post-study questionnaire.

9. Enter the pass code provided at the end of the Google Form survey back in the Mturk HIT.

We made sure that the subjects could not progress in the Google Form survey before signing the electronic consent form. Also, we approved the Mturk work of each subject only if the submitted pass code was correct.

4.0.2 Handling Ordering Effect Between Subjects

In this study, we had a lot of options for arranging the order of experimental set-ups. There are 3 depth cues that can be presented in any order \((2^3)! = 8!\) set-ups) and 8 combinations of geon pairs that can be arranged in any order \((8!\) set-ups). This is \((8!)^2\) set-ups, which is an incredibly large space to explore. Therefore, we had to reduce the sample space to a manageable size, specifically 72.

When using a smaller sample space, it is important to counter the ordering effect in a fair way, where ideally no two subjects experience a similar set-up. Using a simple sampling without replacements have the possibility where close neighbor samples are selected. Therefore, we used a sampling method that would try to sample 72 experimental set-ups that are all far enough to each other in the sample space.
Switching between experimental set-ups

It is up to the investigator to choose in what order the depth portrayal technique should be turned on or off. We used a binary switch scheme to control the experimental settings. For example, the code 5 in the binary representation is 101. This means the first and third depth portrayal technique should be on. We incremented this code number for the next task until looping back.

Even if we start each subjects’ study with a different code, the order of toggling the depth portrayal techniques will stay the same. Therefore, we decided to vary what depth portrayal technique each binary switch digit toggled. The following is an example of two ways of permuting the three depth portrayal techniques.

- 0 = number of images, 1 = shading, 2 = displacement map
- 0 = shading, 1 = number of images, 2 = displacement map

In this example, the same binary code 5 will define a different setting. The toggling order of the experimental settings will also be different for the subjects if we use various orders. There are 3! = 6 ways to arrange the depth portrayal technique positions. We made every 12 subjects start the study with different permutations. For the 12 subjects that are served the same permutation, we randomly picked a different start position. Since there are only 8 possible configurations ($2^3$), some subjects inevitably participated in the study with the same settings permutation with the same start position. We resolved this issue by serving the geon pairs in a different order.
Switching between geon pairs

There are 4 geon pairs for each cube and sphere. There are 8! different ways of ordering the geon pairs. From this vast number of options, we wanted to pick 72 serving orders that are not too similar to each other.

The first geon pair can be any one of the 8 available pairs. For each geon pair, we randomly picked 9 geon presentation orders that started with the pair. This ensures that at least the first presented geon pairs are evenly distributed between subjects.

4.0.3 Hypotheses

For this study, our hypotheses are,

1. Displacement map is the most significant factor for a user’s relative depth judgment between two Cinema IBR objects.

2. Shading will not be as effective as a depth map but better than the number of images at improving a user’s relative depth judgment.

3. Applying shading allows better relative depth judgment for spheroid pairs than box pairs.

4. A user who have moved while making the judgment has better accuracy than those who did not.

5. The number of images will not have any effect on a user’s relative depth judgment.

6. It will take a shorter time to make a relative depth judgment the more relative depth difference exists between two Cinema IBR objects.
During a series of pilot studies, displacement maps played a significant role in the pilot’s ability to sense depth percent difference. Shading was also important in providing additional shape information, especially for the round surface of a sphere. The pilots had to view multiple angles of the geon pairs to confidently make a decision. While it was noticeable when using a fewer number of camera angles versus more angles, the pilots did not seem to show a difference in performance. The geon pairs with the most protrusion percent difference (12.5%) was quite obvious to the pilots, hence we expected less time for the users to make a correct decision.
Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Subjects demographics and recruitment

74 subjects have been recruited for this study. Due to network issues, 14 of the collected data were corrupted or missing, and were thus removed from the evaluation (60 subjects in total). Regarding age, 10% were between 18 to 25, 53.3% were between 26 to 35, 21.6% were between 36 to 45, and 15% were above 45 (Figure 5.1). 60% of the subjects were male, 38.3% female, and 1.6% preferred not to say (Figure 5.2).

![Age distribution chart](image)

Figure 5.1: Age demographics

The subjects were gathered using an online crowd sourcing platform called Amazon Me-
5.2 Results

For each subject’s task, we collected the time it took to make a decision (in milliseconds), user selection, correct answer, and the maximum movement lengths (world-space meter unit) in the left and right directions. For the user selections, we further processed the data to create
a column with value 1 for correct answer and 0 for incorrect answer. Each graph in figure 5.3 shows the accuracy comparison for each geon pair between the 8 different experimental settings. In this graph, the x-labels are the binary representations of the experimental settings. The 1st digit represents displacement map, the 2nd digit represents shading, and the last digit represent the number of images. Similarly, figure 5.5 shows the average time to make a correct decision for each geon pair between the 8 different experimental settings. The total average time was 6387.98 ($\sigma = 14258.32$).

The resulting set of graphs did not show an obvious trend. Therefore, we ran an ANOVA analysis to see which of the depth cues were the most significant. The average accuracy per geon pairs are shown in Table 5.1. The total average accuracy was 0.57 ($\sigma = 0.06$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>7.5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>12.5%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cube</td>
<td>$\mu$ 0.56</td>
<td>$\mu$ 0.54</td>
<td>$\mu$ 0.59</td>
<td>$\mu$ 0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma$ 0.07</td>
<td>$\sigma$ 0.08</td>
<td>$\sigma$ 0.08</td>
<td>$\sigma$ 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>$\mu$ 0.58</td>
<td>$\mu$ 0.56</td>
<td>$\mu$ 0.60</td>
<td>$\mu$ 0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma$ 0.05</td>
<td>$\sigma$ 0.06</td>
<td>$\sigma$ 0.07</td>
<td>$\sigma$ 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Accuracy of user response by geons

### 5.2.1 ANOVA (Accuracy)

We performed ANOVA between the depth portrayal techniques with accuracy as the dependent variable. We averaged the 8 responses between all geon pair set-ups to get a subject’s average accuracy for each experimental settings. This was required to get a continuous dependent variable for ANOVA analysis. We ran a within-subjects ANOVA using IBM’s SPSS statistics tool, with $\alpha = 0.05$.

According to the results seen in Figure 5.6, the independent variable displacement map has a F value of 5.442 and a P value (denoted as sig.) of 0.023. Therefore, displacement map
Figure 5.3: Accuracy distributions between different geon pairs of different protrusion percent difference. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd binary digits of x-axis labels show state of conditions displacement map, shading, and number of images, respectively.
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(a) accuracy

(b) time (ms)

Figure 5.4: Descriptive statistics for each experimental setting. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd binary digits show state of conditions displacement map, shading, and number of images, respectively. Accuracy is calculated by averaging a user’s answers between 8 geon pairs for each condition.

is found to be significant. The P values of shading and number of images were respectively 0.588 and 0.347, indicating that these two depth portrayal techniques are not significant.

Estimated marginal means (EMM) of the accuracy was 0.552 when displacement map was off, and 0.603 when displacement map was on. The users had approximately 5% higher accuracy when displacement map was on. The other two independent variables didn’t seem to appear statistically significant according to ANOVA.

5.2.2 Accuracy and displacement map

Based on the results of ANOVA analysis, we plotted the average accuracy by the displacement map condition. As expected, average accuracy was higher when displacement map was on for all geon pairs (Figure 5.8). The best average accuracy was achieved when there was a 10% relative depth difference and when displacement map was on for both cubes and sphere geon pairs, each with an average accuracy of 0.62 ($\sigma = 0.29$) and 0.64 ($\sigma = 0.28$), respectively.
Figure 5.5: Average time distributions (in seconds) between different geon pairs of different protrusion percent difference (only correct responses). 1st, 2nd, and 3rd binary digits of x-axis labels show state of conditions displacement map, shading, and number of images, respectively.
5.2. Results

Figure 5.6: Within-subjects ANOVA results (Accuracy)

To see which of the geons benefited more from applying the displacement map, we plotted the accuracy differences of the geon pairs (Figure 5.9). On average, cube pairs had 0.0625 \( (\sigma = 0.023) \) accuracy increase from applying a displacement map, while spheroid pairs had 0.0375 \( (\sigma = 0.027) \) accuracy increase. Maximum of 0.1 accuracy increase for cube pairs from the application of the displacement map was achieved when there was a 7.5\% relative depth difference. For spheroid pairs, a maximum of 0.08 accuracy improvement was seen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Pillai's Trace Value</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>Hypotheses df</th>
<th>Error df</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Partial Eta Squared</th>
<th>Noncent. Parameter</th>
<th>Observed Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>numings</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>.506(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.347</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>900.00</td>
<td>.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wills' Lambda</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>.506(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.347</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>900.00</td>
<td>.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>.506(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.347</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>900.00</td>
<td>.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy's Largest Root</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>.506(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.347</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>900.00</td>
<td>.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shading</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.297(^b)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.588</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>297.00</td>
<td>.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wills' Lambda</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.297(^b)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.588</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>297.00</td>
<td>.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.297(^b)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.588</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>297.00</td>
<td>.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy's Largest Root</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>.297(^b)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.588</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>297.00</td>
<td>.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depthmap</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>.5.442(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>5.442</td>
<td>.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wills' Lambda</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>.5.442(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>5.442</td>
<td>.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>.5.442(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>5.442</td>
<td>.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy's Largest Root</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>.5.442(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>5.442</td>
<td>.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numings * shading</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>.2.655(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>2.655</td>
<td>.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wills' Lambda</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>.2.655(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>2.655</td>
<td>.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>.2.655(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>2.655</td>
<td>.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy's Largest Root</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>.2.655(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>2.655</td>
<td>.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numings * depthmap</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>.2.479(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>2.479</td>
<td>.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wills' Lambda</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>.2.479(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>2.479</td>
<td>.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>.2.479(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>2.479</td>
<td>.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy's Largest Root</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>.2.479(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.040</td>
<td>2.479</td>
<td>.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shading * depthmap</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>.2.386(^b)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.595</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>285.00</td>
<td>.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wills' Lambda</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>.2.386(^b)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.595</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>285.00</td>
<td>.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>.2.386(^b)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.595</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>285.00</td>
<td>.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy's Largest Root</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>.2.386(^b)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.595</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>285.00</td>
<td>.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numings * shading * depthmap</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>.2.681(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>2.681</td>
<td>.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wills' Lambda</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>.2.681(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>2.681</td>
<td>.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>.2.681(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>2.681</td>
<td>.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy's Largest Root</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>.2.681(^a)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>59.000</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>2.681</td>
<td>.364</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a: Design effect
b: Within Subjects Design: numings + shading + depthmap + numings * shading + numings * depthmap + shading * depthmap + numings * shading * depthmap
c: Exact statistic
c: Computed using alpha = .05
5.2.3 ANOVA (Time)

We ran ANOVA with time as the dependent variable with the same independent variables as we did for accuracy (Figure 5.10). The values were not averaged for this since time in milliseconds was already a continuous variable. Thus, there were 480 (60 * 8) samples for each experimental conditions.

This time, none of the individual depth portrayal techniques were shown to be statistically significant as all of the P values were above 0.05. The null hypothesis could not be rejected for any of the independent variables. However, the P value for the interaction between shading and displacement map was was 0.27, showing that this interaction is significant. Figure 5.11 shows the EMM. When shading was not applied, subjects tended to spend less time if displacement map was also not applied. When shading was applied, subjects spent less time if displacement map was also applied. With slightly less confidence, the interaction between number of images and displacement map was also found to be significant, with a P value of 0.055. In contrast to the interaction between shading and displacement map, subjects spent less time to make a decision when only one of number of images or displacement map was applied (Figure 5.12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>depthmap</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.552</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.521 .583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.603</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>.564 .641</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.7: Estimated marginal means of displacement map when there was a 10% relative depth difference.
5.2. Results

Figure 5.8: Accuracy comparison by displacement map condition

(a) Accuracy improvements of cube pairs for each protrusion percent difference

(b) Accuracy improvements of spheroid pairs for each protrusion percent difference

Figure 5.9: Accuracy improvements for the two geon pairs
5.2.4 Accuracy with motion parallax

We re-computed the accuracy for each geon pair after filtering the data where the users moved during the task (i.e. used motion parallax) (Figure 5.15). As there were not many subjects that used motion parallax during the tasks, the filtered data size was much smaller than the full data (308 responses, 8.02% of the total data). We color coded the bars calculated...
5.2. Results

**Estimates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shading</th>
<th>depthmap</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5602.961</td>
<td>437.116</td>
<td>4744.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6148.100</td>
<td>504.556</td>
<td>5156.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6959.456</td>
<td>706.833</td>
<td>5570.581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5692.050</td>
<td>432.655</td>
<td>4841.520</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.11: Estimated marginal means of interaction between shading and displacement map

**Estimates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>numimg</th>
<th>depthmap</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6763.327</td>
<td>653.190</td>
<td>5479.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5752.922</td>
<td>516.467</td>
<td>4738.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5799.391</td>
<td>479.988</td>
<td>4857.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6087.228</td>
<td>446.134</td>
<td>5210.606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.12: Estimated marginal means of interaction between number of images and displacement map

using at least 5 responses in blue, and orange for others. The annotated integers below each bar’s accuracy are the number of responses to calculate the accuracy. The average accuracy between the responses with at least 5 responses was 0.67 ($\sigma = 0.23$). We re-calculated the average accuracy using the accuracy values in 5.3 for the same conditions in 5.15 with at least 5 responses, that gave a value of 0.56 ($\sigma = 0.06$) (Figure 5.13). We ran an independent samples T-test, and found that the mean difference was significant, with a P value of 0.009. Therefore, motion parallax was found to be a significant factor for accuracy (Figure 5.14).
Figure 5.13: Average accuracy with (1) and without (2) motion parallax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>move</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acc 0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.619047619</td>
<td>0.0589354677</td>
<td>0.009619123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6704761905</td>
<td>0.2266744049</td>
<td>0.0363149676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.14: T test results for average accuracy

### Group Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>move</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acc 0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.619047619</td>
<td>0.0589354677</td>
<td>0.009619123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6704761905</td>
<td>0.2266744049</td>
<td>0.0363149676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.5 Accuracy trends for each experimental set-ups

Figure 5.16 shows the accuracy trends for each experimental set-ups along increasing relative protrusion of the geon pairs. Each point is the ratio of correct responses and the number of subjects. We found 4 settings (101, 011, 110, 000) to have had the highest accuracy when there was a 10% relative depth difference between the geons. We see a similar trend for settings 111 and 100 where the number of images were many.
Figure 5.15: Accuracy comparison between geons when motion parallax was used
Figure 5.16: Accuracy under each experimental conditions for each protrusion levels
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Discussion

6.1 Accuracy difference between geon pairs of different relative depth

The result doesn’t show significant improvement in accuracy as the protrusion percent difference between geon pairs increase. For all geon pairs, the users showed a rough average of 0.5 when displacement map wasn’t applied and 0.6 when it was. This suggests that the relative depth judgment signal threshold of the subjects does not exist in the range of 5% to 12.5% relative depth difference. It exists in a higher value. This study was originally designed to be conducted in VR, where stereoscopy is available. We think conducting the study again in a VR setting would significantly change the results.

6.2 Effect of the depth cues

As seen from the ANOVA analysis, displacement map showed the most significance for affecting accuracy. This confirms hypothesis 1. This was an expected result. The application of a displacement map explicitly protrudes the vertices in world space and effectively portrays depth. We believe the front plane of the Cinema IBR objects appeared larger the more protrusion they had, and the relative size difference of front planes gave an indication of
relative depth difference.

An interesting result was that shading did not seem to be a significant factor. In Cutting and Vishton’s work [12], shadows and shading was not considered a depth cue but rather an element defining shape. Hubona et al. found shadows to be useful cues if there existed only one in the scene [18]. The application for this study included shading on the object’s surface, but did not have shadows and backgrounds as in Hubona’s work. From the results, we agree with Cutting and Vishton that shading is not a useful depth cue. Hypotheses 2 and 3 were disconfirmed.

From looking at the accuracy improvements after applying displacement map (Figure 5.9), we could see more average improvements in the cube pairs’ case. This suggests that flat surfaces benefit more from physical protrusions for a user’s relative depth perception.

### 6.3 Participant movement and significance of number of images

For the increased number of images (i.e. more camera angle steps) to be useful, a user needs to move around in the virtual environment. However, the results showed that only 17 subjects (28.3%) used the movement functionality at least once, and the majority of these 17 subjects tried it only once at the start of the study. Only 8.02% of the tasks were done using motion parallax. In the instructions of the study, we had encouraged subjects to use their keyboard arrow keys to move. We assume due to the nature of crowd work tasks that are focused on finishing the job as fast as possible, the encouragement was quickly forgotten.

In the results, we have also reported accuracy for the filtered data where users did use movement during the the tasks (Subsection 5.2.4). We found that the accuracy for this
filtered data was higher than the average obtained from the entire data and that the result was significant (Figure 5.14). Thus, we can confirm hypothesis 4.

ANOVA analysis results show that the number of images did not have any influence in a user’s ability to perceive relative depth difference. However, the number of images is only relevant if a subject looks and compares the different set of camera angle images. As many subjects made their decisions based on one image for each task, it is hard to completely confirm nor disconfirm hypothesis 5.

### 6.4 Participant decision time

We found that decision time was affected by the interaction between shading and displacement map (Figure 5.11). Responses were made faster when either both shading and displacement map was not applied, or when both were applied. This was an expected result since shading was only noticeable when the image was protruded using the displacement map. We believe that when both settings were applied, the relative depth difference was more apparent. This allowed faster decision. For when both settings were off, we assume the users could not easily notice the difference, and thus randomly chose an object without spending much time for consideration.

We also found the interaction between number of images and displacement map to be affecting decision time (Figure 5.12). The certainty with this result was below 95% by a small margin. This result showed that users can make an easier decision if only one of the two depth portrayal techniques (number of images, displacement map) were applied. There is a possibility that the protrusion of the plane vertices hindered the signal strength of motion parallax. However, as stated in 6.3, the sample size of participants who moved during the study is small. Thus, we cannot conclude for certain that relative size and motion parallax
counter each other in affecting relative depth judgment.

We had to disconfirm hypothesis 6 from looking at figure 5.5. It did not appear that time was influenced by the level of relative protrusion difference between geons. As previously stated, we believe that the relative depth judgment signal threshold does not lie in the experimental range that we set up. We believe the lack of perceived signal influenced the decision time.

6.5 Real world application

During this study, we was able to come up with a method that renders an image as if it’s a 3D object in a convincing way. For the sake of this study, we rendered two simple geons (box and spheroid). However, this method is capable of rendering more complex geometry.

The following figure 6.1 is a visualization of the crushed can timeseries example, which is part of the Paraview Tutorial. Figure 6.2 are snapshots of the real 3D model.

![Crushed can visualization](image)

Figure 6.1: Crushed can example view from multiple angles (Cinema IBR object)

This visualization is colored using one of the attributes in the data (y-Velocity). Just as the original Cinema method can save multiple images each colored with data attributes, our method can show multiple 3D geometry colored by any attribute available in the data. It has a strong presentation of 3-dimensionality, which is desired for such spatial data.
Table 6.1 shows a comparison of file size between the original Cinema image database without the displacement map textures, our method’s Cinema image database, the X3D file of the real geometry, and the binary file of the real geometry. Since our method requires one additional image per snapshot compared to the original Cinema image database, the required file size approximately doubles. Compared to the X3D file, the Cinema database saves approximately 400KBs. The X3D binary file is smaller than our approach for this example. However, given that the Cinema database’s file size is only dependent on the number of camera angles and the image resolution regardless of the geometric complexity, our method greatly reduces the cost of preserving depth information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cinema image database</th>
<th>Cinema IBR object</th>
<th>X3D file</th>
<th>X3Db file</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>filesize</td>
<td>677 KB</td>
<td>1.3 MB</td>
<td>1.76 MB</td>
<td>78.7 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: File size comparison between Cinema and X3D

Since table 6.1 was generated using a very small data with only 10,089 data points, we ran a similar analysis with the HERMES data with 150,000 data points (Table 6.2). We start to see significant save of memory. The Cinema image database file sizes have increased by approximately twice the size compared to Table 6.1, but this is due to file compression of the PNG image format. For the HERMES data, even the X3D binary file is approximately
14 times larger than the Cinema database including the displacement map. Figure 6.3 shows the file size trend, plotted with the two tables, in logarithmic scale. The dashed lines are extrapolations for larger data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cinema image database</th>
<th>Cinema IBR object</th>
<th>X3D file</th>
<th>X3Db file</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>filesize</td>
<td>1.38 MB</td>
<td>2.64 MB</td>
<td>1.44 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: File size comparison between Cinema and X3D with larger data

Some components need to be improved to better resemble actual 3D geometry. Currently, the only data type that our method supports is point data. We directly sample the displacement map values from each point. A better way to extract depth information from a 3D model will allow more freedom in regards of data type. For generating this crushed can example however, a slight improvement was already made, using one of Paraview’s filters (Delaunay) that can tesselate a 3D model mesh from a point cloud.

Improvements must also be made in regard to shading and surface resolution. Currently,
our method’s shader simply compares the cosine value between the light direction and the vertex normals. This method also leaves high-frequency artifacts on the surface due to the current normal calculation method. A more sophisticated normal calculation method and better shading scheme such as Phong shading or Lambert shading could be used to smoothen the rendered surface. Alternatively, coding the normals using another normal texture map could be a good solution.

A valuable functionality of this implementation is that the shading option can be turned on or off by changing a programmatically accessible boolean value. This allows a researcher to view both the exact geometry using shading and the correct color without shading. This can be utilized to allow a researcher to accurately perceive both shape and color of a visualization.

Additionally, as the IBR objects are independent of the scene and render as a separate object, they can be placed in any virtual environment and fit in naturally with other real 3D geometry. In the X3D scene graph and X3DOM runtime implementation of my technique, it is possible to have numerous depth-enhanced IBR objects in an interactive Web3D scene.
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Conclusion and future work

In this study, I developed a lightweight rendering technique to add depth cues back into IBR presentations such as Cinema. Using one additional image (displacement map) to the diffuse map, I have demonstrated three strategies to portray depth information: displacement, shading, and camera continuity. With this new technique in hand, I evaluated user performance with different combinations of depth cues using an online study of 60 participants through Amazon Mechanical Turk.

The physical displacement of the image pixels (i.e. the vertex whose UV mapping is the pixel) using a pre-generated displacement map was shown to have the most effect on a user’s ability to compare relative depth difference. Thus, hypothesis 1 is supported by the data. Shading the geon surfaces was found to have no significant effect on the users’ relative depth judgments, thus not supporting hypothesis 2 and 3. Finally, Varying the number of images (reducing camera angle step size) seemed to not have a significant effect on users’ time or accuracy performance.

One interpretation of this result could be that users did not move their virtual camera much during the study. We found that by filtering the results to only subjects who moved during the study, does show an improvement in performance accuracy. Time needed to perceive relative depth was not affected by any of the depth cues, thus hypothesis 6 was not supported.

While we originally designed our study to be run on an Oculus Go and Samsung GearVR
HMDs, we were not able to implement this as an online experiment. In future work, we can expand this study to evaluate the role and interactions of stereoscopy as an additional depth cue. Along with the nature of the fast-paced online crowd source work environment, we believe the controls for moving left or right seemed unnatural for the users, and this prevented the majority of the subjects from moving. In a VR environment, movement can be natural, and we believe in those contexts, subjects would gain an advantage in perceptual judgment from the additional depth cue.

The new application of a displacement map looks promising for inspecting scientific models generated from an exa-scale data with a relatively low cost. As of now, the generation of the displacement map for our method is limited to point clouds. But with further improvements, we believe this way of rendering will be valuable to the scientific research community.

One exciting future application will be the integration of depth-enhanced IBR objects to Immersive Analytic Workspaces [16] [20] [32], such as GLEE [13], where Cinema thumbnails are used to drive human-in-the-loop Machine Learning known as Semantic Interaction [17] [15]. Semantic Interaction in 2D workspaces has shown benefits, especially in the visualization of ensembles. As Virtual Reality and Mixed Reality become more widespread and interoperable, this novel approach to IBR provides a way to represent and portray depth information at interactive frame rates.
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Appendices
Appendix A

User study application demo video

The following URL shows a demo video of the investigator performing the 2-AFC tasks on a Google Chrome web browser.

http://metagrid2.sv.vt.edu/~joo918/thesis_recording.mp4
Appendix B

Source code and image database

The following URL holds the complete code that the investigator used to build the web application for the user study.

http://metagrid2.sv.vt.edu/~joo918/thesis_final/thesis_depthmap/

The server directory contains the NodeJS web application, and the directory ibrobs inside it contains the WebGL shader code for the Cinema IBR objects and the Cinema image databases of the geons.
Appendix C

User study materials

C.1 Mturk HIT page

C.2 Google Form survey

This survey included the consent form, pre-study questionnaire, instructions to the user tasks, and the post-study questionnaire.
Depth Perception User Study

CONSENT FORM

Please click on the Google Doc URL and read the consent form carefully.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vkSwxVwY2eJyacQbfQdq3vgsHP5A_EzIdQrfaEKuR60/edit?usp=sharing
* Required

1. I have read the above consent form and I agree to participate in this study. *

   Mark only one oval.

   ☐ Yes   Skip to question 2
   ☐ No

   Pre-study Questionnaire

   The following questions ask about your Mturk ID, demographic information, and experience using a VR headset.

2. What is your Mturk worker ID? *

3. What is your age? *

   Mark only one oval.

   ☐ 18 - 25
   ☐ 26-35
   ☐ 36-45
   ☐ Above 45
4. What is your gender? *

*Mark only one oval.*

- [ ] Male
- [ ] Female
- [ ] Prefer not to say

5. Do you wear glasses or contact lenses? *

*Mark only one oval.*

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

6. Do you have any known eye conditions? *

*Mark only one oval.*

- [ ] Near-sightedness
- [ ] Far-sightedness
- [ ] Color blindness
- [ ] Stereoblindness
- [ ] Other: _______________________________________

Please press next to continue.
**Please read through the ENTIRE instruction carefully before starting the study.**

**INSTRUCTION:**

Click on the following link:
https://tinyurl.com/y7w7octh

Wait until the "Please Wait..." message disappears.

After a short delay, you will be shown two boxes or two spheres.
You will try to decide which of the two boxes/spheres are protruding more towards you.
In the scene, you will see four boxes with the following options: 'Left', 'Maybe Left', 'Maybe Right', 'Right'
Click on the appropriate box to make a decision.
You can use the arrow keys on your keyboard to move left or right. (As shown below)
**If the arrow keys do not work, click on a blank space in the scene once with your left mouse button.**

Upon making a decision, a new set of boxes/spheres will appear. Repeat the process 64 times.
**If you experience nausea or motion sickness, please take a break immediately.**
**The study is expected to take less than 20 minutes.**

At the end of the study, you will be shown a passcode.
Please enter the passcode below and click next.
*You will not be able to proceed if you enter the wrong passcode!*
*We will be keeping track of your activity in the application.*
*If you decide to stop the study, please close the window tab.*

---

**How to Move and Select**

7. Enter the passcode: *

---

**Post-study Questionnaire**

The following questions ask about your experience about the study.
8. What was the most difficult part about performing the tasks? *


9. What was the most difficult part about using the mouse and keyboard interface? *


10. Please share any other feedback you have about the study. *


Thank you for your participation! The survey code is: 8190
Please click submit to finish the survey.
We will validate your answer and accept your Mturk HIT response.
**MAKE SURE TO ENTER THE SURVEY CODE IN THE ORIGINAL MTURK PAGE.**
**THE SURVEY CODE IS 8190**
**MAKE SURE TO SUBMIT THE SURVEY!**